
 

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS:  MRIDP12, MG  MRI POWER 

UNITS 
 

IMPORTANT:  READ AND UNDERSTAND THESE INSTRUCTIONS 

BEFORE INSTALLING FIXTURE.  

  
- This power panel is for use outside MRI room environments.  Installer must be fully trained in   
  the installation, hazards, and limitations of MRI products. 
- All feeds entering MRI room should have suitable filters for electromagnetic interference (by  
  others). 

- CAUTION: RISK OF FIRE- Connect the Pathway MRIDP12 or MRIDP12MG driver panels   

  to a maximum of twelve 4VLMRI fixtures only.   
- This unit should only be installed in accordance with the NEC and local codes, by a qualified   
  electrician only. 
 

INSTALLATION:   
 

1) In an area outside the MRI room, mount the panel to wall surface with ¼-20 hardware (by 
others). 

       
2) Open panel cover, and route either 120 to 277 VAC circuit (models MRIDP12 only), or 120 to  

240 VAC (model MRIDP12MG), into enclosure. (Circuit should not be energized at this time). 
   

       Connect the input wiring as follows: 
 

Black input wire to hot feed, white input wire to neutral feed, and green grounding 

screw and green wire to ground.  
 

3) Connect the output wiring as follows: 
 

Red output wire(s) to DC (+) load wiring.  Blue (or black) output wire(s) to DC (-) load 

wiring. 

 

Note: If two DC output cables are present on your driver, they are connected in parallel 
internally, because one AWG #18 wire can only carry 10A. Please connect the 2 red wires 
together and 2 black wires together to supply a single load, or ensure each cable carries 
similar currents, if routing to two individual loads. 

 

IMPORTANT NOTES:   

 
When routing DC wiring into MRI room, a suitable EMI filter (sized to the total connected load) 
should be installed.  (Supplied by others). 

A total of 12 fixtures maximum can be assigned to one power driver. 
 

4) When wiring is complete, close panel cover. 
 
5) Energize driver panel, and fixture(s) will illuminate. 

                 SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS       
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